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LETTER TO THE MINISTER
This submission is to provide Finance
Canada and Minister Bill Morneau with the
concerns of dozens of small business
owners in the City and County of
Peterborough.
These proposed measures will change the
rules that businesses have been following
for almot half a century. The current rules
have resulted in business growth and
economic success for Canada while
recognizing the risk entrepreneurs take in
starting a business.
In Peterborough, City and County,
the entrepreneurial culture is being nurtured
and is growing. The Peterborough
Chamber of Commerce membership is
made up of close to 900 businesses, 93% of
which are considered small business. To put
these rules in place will crush opportunities
and punish entrepreneurs. In a recent article
by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
Senior Director of Economic, Financial & Tax
Policy Hendrik Brakel writes, “Nobody
supports tax evasion or loopholes. But these
changes will punish legitimate businesses.
And, they come after the government
cancelled reductions in the small business
tax rate, tightened rules on partnerships and
started taxing work in progress. That’s on
top of new carbon taxes, raised CPP
premiums and an increase in the EI rate.”
The government has expressed an
interest in seeing fairness in the tax system,
but treating entrepreneurs and employees

as the same does not accomplish this goal.
Business owners do not receive pensions,
health benefits, or vacation pay as does
an employee. Business owners invest their
own money, pledge their own assets, and in
many cases are making use of the current
tax system to ensure they have money
invested in the business in the event of an
economic downturn and to plan for their
retirement.
The current system in Canada is not
unusual; the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce points out that every advanced
economy in the world has a system that
allows business to accumulate and invest
after-tax retained earnings.
The government also says it wants to
crackdown on “high income individuals,”
but these rule changes would target all
incorporated businesses, many of whom are
restaurants, retailers, farmers and
consultants and are the backbone of our
local economy.
Many small business owners have indicated
that if these rules pass in their current form,
they will shut down their business, seek full
time employment positions, or move their
business out of Canada.
We encourage you to take into
consideration the concerns presented in this
document.

Stuart Harrison
President & CEO
Greater Peterborough Chamber of Commerce

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
At the beginning of September 2017, the Peterborough Chamber of Commerce reached out to its
membership asking for feedback on the proposed changes. The comments are from approximately
40 businesses from a variety of industry sectors. But more importantly, these businesses
employ between 536 - 1,050 residents in the Peterborough area. The proposed changes will
impact these employees as well.

“Incorporated as a professional
corporation and cannot have
spouse/children as shareholders.
There is already a system in place
that taxes passive income at a
higher rate in a corporation. A
business owner does not have a
steady stream of income similar to
an employed individual. The
current changes would penalize
businesses that prudently
save for lean years.”

“Poor decision to attack small
business. Too many costs and
pressures at the present time”

“A lot of planning has been
done by todays tax rules. The
disruption of this will cause great
pain for the self employed and
will limit the new entrants of
business owners.
Our PM has said on several
occasions that he wants to
have things “Fair” fair does not mean equal.“

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
LOCAL BUSINESS IN
MANUFACTURING
SECTOR
Business for most small business owners is
not glamourous or making us wealthy. We are
generally the last paid, in debt, and even with
Incorporation, we can not receive any loans or
leases without personal guarantees. The banks
will not loan money without additional assets,
even if we have signed contracts with
respectable organizations with Class AA
ratings.
We collect taxes for the governments, and we
are expected to keep up with technology to
compete. The treadmill is getting worn, my
shoes are old and thin, when does the batton
get passed to responsible government? Then
to responsible employees?
Why is the business man / person / family
taking the most laps? I will be at work tonight
long past the employees leaving for the day, I
will take additional work home after that. My
vehicle is older than 70% of my staff, I will have
less sick days every year than all of my staff, I
pay interest on my home mortgage to provide

operating capital for the business, I use my
personal credit cards so I can purchase large
items for resale as my corporate limits are less.
There needs to be some silver lining in front of
me that I can work towards - take that away
and really, what is the point??????

“We are generally the last paid,
in debt, and even with
Incorporation, we can not
receive any loans or leases
without
personal guarantees. “

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING

“Less likely to take on riskier
projects. I will look to sell the
business earlier than expected.
Less likely to invest and risk
personal assets to grow the
business.”

“It will negatively impact how
we invest in the future growth
of our business”

“A completely unfair and ill-advised
tax change. SME’s are already
under pressure and the proposed
tax changes mean that small
business owners - who do not have
guaranteed pensions and benefits
like those in the public sector and
those who work for large
corporations -- are at a significant
disadvantage. A completely unfair
initiative”

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
LOCAL BUSINESS IN
HEALTH CARE SECTOR
I legitimately employ my children in the summers
and between school sessions. This not only gives
them a strong work ethic, but teaches them the
realities and nuances of running a business. I
pay them a fair wage, not higher than any other
employee doing the same job.
I understand some family businesses pay
family members who do no work. So
implement a form of reporting that makes
business prove value for compensation given,
but don’t tax youth 70% - it is just
demotivating. These youth will be looking to
social assistance before they ever look for
employment - the cost of which will far exceed
the tax revenue gain.
Business owners put up their own money, create
jobs, encourage efficiency & innovation AND
hold ALL the risk. They also work a lot of extra
hours to meet success. Most new business don’t
make $$ in the first 5 years and if they do it is
reinvested in the company growth and stability.
Should business entrepreneurs not be entitled to
reap the fruits of their labour after working long
hours, putting up their own financial security,
and stress of ownership, when they DO finally
see success? This is the base of our economy
structure!
It seems that neither level of government is
looking at the unintended consequences: no
longer will business people encourage their kids
to take over the family business or to start their
own. This is a recipe to kill the private sector
and innovation completely - unless that is the
intended consequence government was looking
for - to employ everyone in the public sector?

“It seems that neither level of
government is looking at the
unintended consequences: no
longer will business people
encourage their kids to take over
the family business or to start
their own. This is a recipe to kill
the private sector and innovation
completely”

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
“If I could pass tax hikes and wage
hikes along to my customers as
easily and quickly as the government
can, then this works. But that’s not
the case. Somehow I have to find
yet one more way to compensate so
that I can absorb additional burdens
imposed by the government. This
camel’s back is breaking!!! ”

“These changes make it
impossible to pass the business
on to future generations. I will
probably sell out or close down
the business.”

“Certainly, we need to support
fairness, and treating small
business owners as we treat
employees is not simply fair.
Repercussions for women who are
entrepreneurs, Dr.’s etc. are also
noteworthy. This is particularly
acute in smaller communities
where, for instance, access to family
physicians is challenging.”

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
LOCAL LEGAL
PROFESSIONAL

LOCAL FINANCE
BUSINESS

The legislation will be harmful to my business,
the acrued savings (which is used as insurance
against downturns in business and to reinvest in
the business) and will hurt access to justice (I will
not be able to afford to take pro bono legal files
for the most disenfranchised members of the
community).

My business is in a growth phase which has
been funded by my personal investments into
the business. The planning process in
deciding to take on the risk of funding the
business growth with personal dollars and credit
strongly incorporated tax planning under current
tax rules.

This is short-sighted legislation and the result
of Mr. Trudeau’s promises to spend money the
government doesn’t have. And here I thought
the Federal budget would balance itself.

The proposed changes will result in less after tax
dollars to continue to fund the current plan we
have in place, and grow going forward.

LOCAL BUSINESS
OWNER
I do invest my profits and have been for years.
My retirement depends on these investments.
How is it fair when public sector employees
receive pensions and can retire in early 50’s paid
by tax payers. If you have a cash flow problem
stop spending and clean up your own house
before you start looking for more money to
spend.

LOCAL
MANUFACTURER
Yet another hit to small business in Canada.
Although these changes won’t affect me
personally at this point they could in the future.
My husband and I have invested all we have in
this business and if it goes down we have no
income. All the risks, no pension, no
unemployment insurance. Business is getting hit
provincially and federally at the same time!

LOCAL BUSINESS
OWNER
Not a big impact on my company, but it has a
very big impact on my clients. Regressive
legislation.

WHAT
OUR OUR
MEMBERS
ARE SAYING
WHAT
MEMBERS
ARE SAYING
“They will impact my business greatly
along with me personally. With less
income being left in the company for
reinvestment, our growth will slow
dramatically. Instead of retiring at 55 as I
had hoped, my retirement will be pushed
off to 60 due to less personal income and
the difficulty of succession planning as
prospective candidates think twice about
becoming a business owner.”

“It will impact my businesses long
term strategy of investing within
the corporation. I do not plan on
passing the business on the
children or employing family
members.”

“Large impact on tax planning,
complication and distraction. Look
more seriously at other countries
for future expansion plans, which
would have happened in Canada.
These changes are making it more
and more difficult to attract
investment and highly skilled
employees.”

WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
LOCAL BUSINESS
OWNER
As a multi-unit business owner, I incorporated
for legal reasons as I am sure most business
owners would do to protect themselves and
their hard earned assets.
I RESENT the statement from THE FEDS that the
business community does this to skirt taxes...
ridiculous. These proposed changes will
effect the valuation of my business.
It will make the talent pool for future
entrepreneurs smaller with these disencentives,
which will make my business less attractive and
harder to sell.
As a business owner, I do not receive a paid
vacation, paid stat holidays, paid EI, paid sick
days, paid personal days and paid pension as
my employees do. My only means of securing
these things is from profit (which the Liberal
Provincial Government will reduce by 26% from
Bill 148), the sale of the business (which I stated
earlier is now much more difficult to sell and has
been de-valued through the FEDS and Provincial
Government through Bill 148) and from invested
earnings.

As a business owner, I pay a significant dollar
amount of taxes each and every month through
business revenue and personal taxes. My
business also employs 30 employees who pay
significant taxes each and every year.
My business also has 20 Canadian suppliers,
who I assume pay their significant taxes each
and every year. There was a time when
business owners were regarded as valued
members of the tax base, community and
country. The Federal and Provincial Liberals are
making it clear that they don’t agree and think
business owners are tax-cheats and fat cats.
Why not try celebrating businesses and
incenting business to grow...? You might be
surprised at the long line of benefits that
come from that thinking.

“It will make the talent pool for

future entrepreneurs smaller
with these disencentives, which
will make my business less
attract and harder to sell.”

WHAT
OUR OUR
MEMBERS
ARE SAYING
WHAT
MEMBERS
ARE SAYING

“I am very confused why the PM and
Minister Morneau keep saying these
changes will be fairer to the middle class.
I and many small business owners ARE the
middle class. How can they be so out of
touch with the middle class??? Finally, it
is hypocritical that Justin Trudeau’s ‘family
fortune’ is in a trust that allows for income
splitting, thus reducing the tax that is paid.

“The proposed changes will harm
our ability to hire new employees
and to invest in our business and
our community.”

“Again, too much government
controls making it so much
harder to have or open new
business.”

RECOMMENDATIONS
WHAT OUR MEMBERS ARE SAYING
Our Peterborough Chamber members view
themselves as willing partners in reforms that
will encourage economic growth, but in this
case have serious concerns with these proposed
changes to private corporations.
As a way to move the conversation forward
and demonstrate this willingness, we have
also offered several recommendations:
• Rethink its proposed tax changes to
ensure that no harm is done to small
businesses across Canada.
• Launch meaningful consultations with
the business community to address
any shortcomings in tax policy
without unfairly targeting
independent businesses.
• Consider a comprehensive review of
the Canadian tax system with a view
toward fairness and simplification for all
taxpayers, which was recommended by
the Standing Committee on Finance in
their report dated December 2016.

“Much of this document simply
provides the raw feedback from
our small business members. The
photos on the front cover depict
the significant number of people
who signed our #protectgrowth
card in a couple of hours. We’re
simply asking you to slow down
and get this right.”
Stuart Harrison,President & CEO
Peterborough Chamber of Commerce

PETERBOROUGH CHAMBER
VISION

MISSION
STATEMENT

Strengthening business

We are recognized as the leading
organization providing business advocacy,
networking and education for our members
and the community at large.
We act as a catalyst to enhance business
growth and opportunity, innovation,
partnerships, and a diverse business
community.

CONTACT
Stuart Harrison
President & CEO
Peterborough Chamber of Commerce
stuart@peterboroughchamber.ca
705.748.9771 x202
or
Sandra Dueck
Policy Analyst/Communications Specialist
Peterborough Chamber of Commerce
sandra@peterboroughchamber.ca
705.748.9771 x215

